
           

 

C1 - PRIX FRANCE BLEU - PRIX DES DAHLIAS - 2650m (a1 5/8m) - Class 

F - Harness - EUR € 20.000  

 

1. HAPAX - Not disgraced when fourth over this distance last time out. Barefoot this time and can 
do even better 

2. HERACLES DU VIVIER - Remains barefoot. Showed improvement when sixth last time out. 
Two disqualifications before that but did better earlier in the year and is capable of an upset  

3. HAPPY POLE - On a very long losing streak but is barefoot again and improvement 
can be expected. Might place 

4. HOOK DE BEAULIEU - On a very long losing streak and both runs this year have been 
moderate. Could be fitter and ready to improve but others are preferred 

5. HADRIEN DU VIF - Showed some improvement when seventh last time out and will be 
barefoot this time but has been struggling for some time 

6. HALL TOP - On a long losing streak but is in good form and has been runner-up twice this 
year. Has a winning chance 

7. HELLO VRAC - Remains barefoot. Fair form of late but needs to do more to win this race. 
Could finish in the money 

8. HELLO BOY DU PIC - Disappointing four runs since winning in April but is capable of doing 
better and is not out of it barefoot again 

9. HULK DE TILLARD - Fit and has been very good of late. Should fight out the finish and does 
look the one to beat 

10. HEAVEN JULRY - Remains barefoot. Disappointing in four runs since winning. Capable of 
doing better. Might place 

Summary : HULK DE TILLARD (9) was beaten by a good five-year-old last time out and can take 
this opening event. HERACLES DU VIVIER (2) could be returning to form and has a winning 
chance. HELLO BOY DU PIC (8) is barefoot and can improve after some disappointing efforts. 
HALL TOP (6) has been in good form of late and can break a long losing streak over a distance 

that suits. 

SELECTIONS 

HULK DE TILLARD (9) - HERACLES DU VIVIER (2) - HELLO BOY DU PIC (8) - HALL TOP 

(6) 



           

C2 - PRIX SAINT-ETIENNE LA METROPOLE - 2650m (a1 5/8m) - National - 

Class C - Harness - EUR € 26.000  

 
1. JOAO DE VANDEL - Remains barefoot. Disappointing last two runs but is best around this 
distance and does have a winning chance 

2. JEANBLANC DUEM - Did well in 2022 winning four times. Disappointing this year with two 
disqualifications in last three starts. Capable of an upset on best form 

3. JOLIE CADENCE - Has yet to win but is fit and has been fair at Vincennes and could be the 
one they have to beat 

4. JELENIA - Very good win 2022 winning four times. Not as good this year over shorter 
distances. Better this distance and can resume winning ways  

5. JEDI DES BROUETS - Disqualified in latest start but has been good this year winning twice 
including at this course. Should contest the finish 

6. JUMANJI SIBEY - Fit and in good form. Two good wins in last three starts and he has a 
winning chance over a distance that suits  

7. JUDICIOUS WINNER - Disqualified last time out. Better in two previous runs this year and is 
clearly not out of it 

Summary : JOLIE CADENCE (3) has yet to win a race but has been at Vincennes and could 
break the ice in a field like this. JUDICIOUS WINNER (7) can be forgiven the last-start 

disqualification and can bounce back to score. JELENIA (4) was good last year so surprisingly 
has been kept to shorter distances this year. Back over the right distance she could show her 
best side. JUMANJI SIBEY (6) is fir and in good form so deserves respect as well.  

SELECTIONS 

JOLIE CADENCE (3) - JUDICIOUS WINNER (7) - JELENIA (4) - JUMANJI SIBEY (6) 



           

C3 - PRIX DES PAQUERETTES - 2650m (a1 5/8m) - Class F - Harness - 

EUR € 26.000  

 
1. GRINGO DU NOYER - Well tried this year without winning and has been disqualified in three 
of last five starts. Capable of doing better but others are preferred 

2. GALEO DU TORDOIR - Last win was in 2022. Seems to have lost his way completely of late 
and others are much preferred 

3. GONDOR - Remains barefoot. Disappointing a bit this year but was not disgraced when fourth 
last time out and is capable of winning if in the mood 

4. GALOPIN DE BIANCA - Improved of late and won with this current shoeing arrangement last 
time out. This is tougher but can follow up 

5. FOREVER MARANCOURT - Well tried this year without winning. Struggling of late but is 
barefoot this time and capable of improvement 

6. GEZIREHA D'ORGERES - Remains barefoot. Unreliable of late but did run well when runner-
up in penultimate run and is not out of it 

7. EMERAUDE DE MAGNY - Remains barefoot. Disappointing form of late but did do better 
earlier in the year. Might place 

8. EASY BLEU - Picked up a barefoot claimer win last time out. This looks a tougher race but 
remains barefoot and might play a minor role 

9. FLASH MONEY - Remains barefoot. Fit and in good form and won over this course and 
distance earlier this year. Has a winning chance 

10. FOKKER DE BAILLY - Well tried this year with no winning success. Ran a couple of places 
but was disqualified last time out and others are preferred 

11. FOR EVER THE BEST - More than a year since last win and has been very disappointing this 
year. Others are much preferred 

12. DISCO DES TAUREAUX - Remains barefoot. On a long losing streak and is unreliable but 
could pop up in a place. Better in Mounted races though 

13. GEANT SARTHOIS - Remains barefoot. Fit and is holding his form well of late and looks 
likely to fight out the finish once again 

14. FOX PAPA TANGO - Remains barefoot. Unreliable of late but did run well over this distance 
when third in penultimate start and is not out of it  

Summary : A competitive looking race.  GEANT SARTHOIS (13) is fit and in good form and gets 
a narrow vote to score. GALOPIN DE BIANCA (4) is improved of late and this shoeing 

arrangement is working. FLASH MONEY (9) has won over this course and distance and is a 
danger. FOX PAPA TANGO (14) is distance suited but unreliable. He deserves respect on his 
good third last time out. 

SELECTIONS 

GEANT SARTHOIS (13) - GALOPIN DE BIANCA (4) - FLASH MONEY (9) - FOX PAPA 

TANGO (14) 



           

C4 - FEDERATION BURALISTES LOIRE-DES ROSES - 2650m (a1 5/8m) - 

Class E - Harness - EUR € 20.000  

 
1. JUST THE GREEN - Disappointing for this year and is coming off three disqualifications in a 
row. Best watched for now 

2. JUSTIFY MY LOVE - Holding his form well. Not disgraced when third last time out and is better 
this distance. Has a winning chance 

3. JUAN CARLOS GIFONT - Disappointing of late and has been best over a shorter distance. 
Barefoot this time and can improve but others are preferred 

4. JAMES STREET - On a long losing streak since only win and has been disappointing this 
year. Others are much preferred 

5. JASPER JOHNS - Well tried this year without adding to his win tally. Has disqualification 
issues but can finish in the money  

6. JEANNOT DU SABLIER - Fit and has some fair form this year but he may have to do more to 
win this race. Could play a minor role 

7. JAZZY DE BEZILLAT - Disappointing of late and she does have disqualification issues but 
does win every now and then and is capable of an upset 

8. JAVA DE NERET - Has yet to win a race and was well tried this year. Disqualified in four of 
last five starts and others are preferred 

9. JESSICA TURGOT - Disappointing since only win and has disqualification issues. Probably 
best watched for now 

10. JANGO - Unreliable and has disqualification issues but is quite capable of pooping up into a 
minor place if in the mood 

11. JAEGER MAN - On a long losing streak since only win and has been modest of late but is 
barefoot this time and could improve. Might place 

12. JIPSY DES AIRES - Disappointing last run when seventh. Capable of better and could finish 
in the money once again 

13. JUNINHO OUETTE - Fit and in very good form this year. Two wins in his last three starts and 
should fight out the finish once again 

14. JAMOURE DEPE - Unreliable and was disappointing when only eighth last time out but she 
did win her previous two starts and can bounce back to score 

15. JADE LEAGABIN - Remains barefoot. In very good form and is more lethal over a bit shorter 
but does have a winning chance 

16. JIROLATA - Showed improvement when third last time out. Distance suited and is unreliable 
but is also not out of it 

Summary : JADE LEAGABIN (15) may be at very best over a bit shorter but may be better than 
these rivals. JAMOURE DEPE (14) disappointed last time out but can bounce back. JIROLATA 

(16) showed improvement when third last time out and could have more to offer. JUNINHO 
OUETTE (13) is fit and in very good form and has an obvious winning chance in this line-up. 



           

SELECTIONS 

JADE LEAGABIN (15) - JAMOURE DEPE (14) - JIROLATA (16) - JUNINHO OUETTE (13) 



           

C5 - PRIX ASSE - PRIX DES PIVOINES - 2650m (a1 5/8m) - National - Class 

E - Harness - EUR € 20.000  

 
1. KSARYA DE CHENU - Not disgraced when fourth back in May but has been disqualified in her 
all three of her others starts. Best watched for now 

2. KIMBRA DJOC - Disappointing in two starts since winning on debut. Probably best watched 
for now but can earn some money 

3. KOLANTA DU LOISIR - Disappointing form since winning one debut including a tenth-place 
finish at this course. Others are preferred 

4. KRONOS DE BUSSET - Improving and won over a similar distance last time out. More needed 
this time but can earn some money 

5. KATINKA MAUZUN - Has lost her way in her last two starts. Capable of doing better and 
could be the surprise package of the race 

6. KEIKO DU CHALET - Disappointing last run when seventh. Did better when winning in 
penultimate start over a similar distance. Might play a minor role 

7. KELLY DU LYONNAIS - Unreliable and has yet to win a race but was not disgraced when 
fourth last time out and could earn some more money  

8. KEMILLA LEAGABIN - Well tried this year and has run some fair races but was only modest 
in last two starts and others are preferred 

9. KING DE CHAMPIGNY - Not disgraced when fourth last time out. Only win was over similar 
and is clearly not out of it 

10. KENJY DE LA VALLEE - Won well on debut. Steps up in distance but there is no real reason 
he cannot follow up and score again 

11. KADOR D'ESPACE - Improved over the shorter distances of late but he does have a winning 
chance in this line-up 

12. KOALA DU HIDOUX - Unreliable but did find his best to win over a similar distance last time 
out and can follow up if in the same mood 

Summary : KENJY DE LA VALLEE (10) won well at Vichy over a shorter distance. this distance 
should not be a problem and he can double up. KADOR D'ESPACE (11) is in good form and has 

a winning chance in this line-up. KOALA DU HIDOUX (12) has been unreliable but is coming off a 
nice win and can follow up. KING DE CHAMPIGNY (9) has won over a similar distance and was 
not disgraced when fourth last time out. 

SELECTIONS 

KENJY DE LA VALLEE (10) - KADOR D'ESPACE (11) - KOALA DU HIDOUX (12) - KING 

DE CHAMPIGNY (9) 



           

C6 - PRIX SERGE BISCH - PRIX DES PETUNIAS - 2650m (a1 5/8m) - 

Amateurs - Class G - Harness - EUR € 6.000  

 
1. HACKER JULRY - On a long losing streak and has been disqualified in two of his last three 
starts but was runner-up last time out and is barefoot. Has a winning chance 

2. HIP HOP RENARDIERE - On a long losing streak since last win which was a claimer. Barefoot 
this time but others are preferred 

3. HALDO DE LA CLOUE - On a long losing streak since only win but ran well when third and 
could earn some more money 

4. GALION DES THIRONS - Has been in very good form since trying this showing arrangement 
and could bounce back to score 

5. GOLDEN MAJYC - Unreliable and is on a long losing streak but does pop up in a place every 
now and then. Might place 

6. GRAND RESTAURANT - Showed improvement when fourth last time out but is on a long 
losing streak and has disqualification issues. Might place 

7. HANDY GOLD - Showed improvement when third and barefoot last time out. Remains 
barefoot and could contest the finish 

8. FALCO DA VINCI - Disappointing last run when sixth. Won penultimate start when barefoot 
and is barefoot. Deserves some respect 

Summary : GALION DES THIRONS (4) has done with his current shoeing arrangement and 
could bounce back to win. FALCO DA VINCI (8) disappointed last time out but won when 

barefoot in penultimate start and is barefoot again. HACKER JULRY (1) showed improvement 
when runner-up last time out and is barefoot and ready to strike. HANDY GOLD (7) is another 
that contest the finish. 

SELECTIONS 

GALION DES THIRONS (4) - FALCO DA VINCI (8) - HACKER JULRY (1) - HANDY GOLD 

(7) 



           

C7 - PRIX GROUPAMA - PRIX DES MUGUETS - 2650m (a1 5/8m) - Class E 

- Mounted - EUR € 23.000  

 
1. IGLON DAIRPET - Remains barefoot. Consistent nin Mounted races without winning but 
should fight out the finish yet again 

2. HORSE LOVE METIS - Not disgraced when third last time out. Usually gives of his best and 
could contest the finish once again 

3. IDEAL DE CALVETI - Holding form of late and ran well when runner-up last time out. Better 
this distance and should contest the finish 

4. ICARE DE JAUNOUX - Disappointing last run when eight but won a Mounted race before that 
and could have more to offer 

5. HALTESS GRIFF - Has not won a race in 56 starts and was only seventh the last time she 
tried a Mounted race. Others are preferred 

6. HALMA GRIFF - Won a Mounted race last year but has been disappointing this year and is 
best watched for now 

7. FLEMING - Remains barefoot. A bit of a disappointment of late but does have a winning 
chance in this line-up 

8. FILOU DU RAVARY - Remains barefoot. In good form of late and has already won a race in 
this discipline this year. Has a winning chance 

Summary : A small field but there in only one real runner that can be dismissed from winning this 
race. FILOU DU RAVARY (8) is in good form and does look the one to beat. FLEMING (7) has 

been a disappointment of late but can bounce back to score. IDEAL DE CALVETI (3) ran well last 
time out and is better this distance so clearly not out of it. ICARE DE JAUNOUX (4) won a 
Mounted race the last time the last time he contested one and deserves respect. 

SELECTIONS 

FILOU DU RAVARY (8) - FLEMING (7) - IDEAL DE CALVETI (3) - ICARE DE JAUNOUX (4) 

 


